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We demonstrate theoretically an efficient field-free orientation in LiH and LiCl driven by available
terahertz few-cycle pulses �TFCPs�. Exact results by numerically solving the time-dependent
Schrödinger equation including the vibrational and rotational degrees of freedom are compared to
the rigid-rotor approximation �RRA� as well as to the impulsive approximation �IA�, and the effect
of rotational-vibrational coupling on the both RRA and IA is examined in detail. We find that the
current available TFCPs may overcome the technical limitation of terahertz half-cycle pulse for
enhancing the field-free molecular orientation. © 2010 American Institute of Physics.
�doi:10.1063/1.3458913�

I. INTRODUCTION

For a large range of experiments in chemistry and phys-
ics, highly aligned or oriented molecules in gas-phase are
very important, and molecular alignment or orientation
driven by laser pulses is an active field of research, which
has attracted much attention in control of chemical reactions,
nanoscale design, high harmonics generation, and quantum-
information processing.1–8 Many of the introductory and
methodology details were summarized in a review article on
nonadiabatic alignment and orientation.9 Recent study has
demonstrated that the multiphoton ionization �MPI� depends
strongly on molecular orientation, explaining suppression
and enhancement of MPI at corresponding orientation.10 In
our recent research, the field-free molecular orientation is
proposed to determine the carrier-envelope phase of few-
cycle pulses.11

Laser-controlled molecular orientation, which refers to
the molecular axis pointing to a particular direction, contin-
ues to be a challenge to both experiment and theory. Differ-
ent methods have been proposed for orienting molecules
with static electric fields or laser fields, or both,12–19 and a
few techniques have been experimentally demonstrated.20–23

Techniques for laser orientation of gas-phase molecules can
be divided into two regimes, adiabatic and impulsive, de-
pending on the relative duration of the laser pulse and the
average time of rotation of the molecules in the ensemble. In
the adiabatic regime, strong nonresonant pulses with a tem-
poral width longer than the rotational period of the molecule
can generate efficiently molecular orientation only in the
presence of the laser fields. The most recent experimental
study has reported an alternative approach to achieve all-
optical orientation of the molecules with an intense nonreso-
nant two-color laser field in the adiabatic regime.24 Since the
strong external field accompanying orientation may undesir-
ably modify the physical or chemical property of the gas
molecules, the field-free orientation is widely desired in most
applications. For an impulsive orientation, two groups have

demonstrated laser-field-free transient molecular orientation
in the presence of a dc electric field.21,23 Recently, Kling and
co-workers25 experimentally presented an important ap-
proach to generate a complete field-free orientation of
CO molecules using two-color strong laser fields
��1014 W /cm2�, which was extensively studied in
theory.26,15,27 The strong laser fields leading to ionization or
the presence of a dc electric field might limit the application
of these techniques. A recent study suggested that the field-
free molecular orientation can be controlled by sequential
three-photon Raman excitation with time-delayed dual-color
ultrashort laser pulses.28

To generate an impulsive field-free molecular orienta-
tion, many theoretical schemes have been proposed by using
terahertz half-cycle pulse �HCP�,29,30 which can exert a rapid
“kick” to drive the molecular axis toward the laser field di-
rection. However, it has not been confirmed experimentally
so far. The experimental difficulties of all these control sce-
narios lie in that the generation and application of electro-
magnetic radiation in frequency range of �0.1,10� THz
�1 THz=33 cm−1� are still far less developed than that in
other frequency ranges, and most terahertz generation tech-
niques provide quite low terahertz field strength. In our re-
cent work,31 a promising strategy with the use of experimen-
tally available terahertz few-cycle pulses32 �TFCPs� was
proposed to break this predicament. Here, we study the field-
free molecular orientation with TFCPs in two different mol-
ecules. Of particular interest in the present study is how to
understand the field-free molecular orientation driven by
TFCPs using different levels of approximation. We find that
the application of terahertz few-cycle pulses can also en-
hance the field-free molecular orientation, suggesting a new
approach for overcoming the technical limitation of terahertz
HCPs.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Sec. II, we present theoretical treatments based on three lev-
els of approximations: the exact solution of the time-
dependent Schrödinger equation �TDSE� including the rota-
tional and vibrational degrees of freedom, the rigid-rotor
approximation �RRA�, and the impulsive approximation
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�IA�. The numerical results and discussions are presented in
Sec. III. Finally, some conclusions are given in Sec. IV.

II. THEORETICAL METHOD

We consider a polar diatomic molecule initially in its
electronic ground state. Since the TFCPs with moderate in-
tensities are used in the present study, the dipole coupling is
dominant and polarizability interaction is close to zero.31

Within the Born–Oppenheimer approximation,33,34 the time
evolution of the molecule interacting with a linearly polar-
ized fields is governed by TDSE,

i�
�

�t
��t� = Ĥ�t���t� . �1�

The total Hamiltonian is Ĥ�t�= �Ĥ0+ ĤI�t��, where Ĥ0 is the

field-free Hamiltonian, and ĤI represents the interaction be-
tween the molecule and terahertz radiation via the dipole
moment.

A. Full rovibrational description

By including the vibrational and rotational degrees of

freedom, the field-free molecular Hamiltonian Ĥ0 can be ex-
pressed as

Ĥ0 = −
�2

2mR2

�

�R
�R2 �

�R
� +

�2Ĵ2

2mR2 + V̂�R� , �2�

where m is the reduced mass, R is the internuclear separa-

tion, V̂�R� is the internuclear potential, and Ĵ is the angular
momentum operator. The details of the rovibrational Hamil-
tonian can be found in Refs. 35 and 36.

For a linear molecule having a permanent dipole mo-

ment ��R�, the field-molecule interaction Hamiltonian ĤI

can be written as

ĤI�t� = − ��R���t�cos � , �3�

where � is the angle between the molecular axis and the
polarization direction of TFCPs, and the total electric field is
described by

��t� = �
k=1,2

fk�t�cos���t − �k� + �� , �4�

with the Gaussian temporal profile

fk�t� = Ek exp	−
4 ln 2

tp
2 �t − �k�2
 , �5�

where Ek and �k are the field amplitude and center time of the
kth pulse, respectively. � is the center frequency, � is the
carrier-envelope phase �CEP� of the pulse, and tp is the full-
width at half-maximum �FWHM�. The FWHM tp should be
tuned to match the period of the pulse �=2	 /�, i.e., tp=n�
�n=1,2 ,3. . .� for a FCP and tp=� /2 for a single HCP.

In the linearly polarized TFCPs, the magnetic quantum
number M of a molecule is conserved. The wave function
can be expressed in an expansion as29

�M�R,�,
,t� = �
J

�J�R,t�YJ,M��,
� . �6�

Assuming that the molecule initially was in an eigenstate of
the Hamiltonian, a measure of the degree of orientation is
given by the dynamical expectation value of cos �,

�cos ���t� = ��M�R,�,
,t�cos ��M�R,�,
,t�� . �7�

B. Rigid-rotor approximation

In the case of no vibrational excitation, the instantaneous

Hamiltonian Ĥ�t� within the RRA can be written as

Ĥ�t� = BeĴ
2 − ��Re���t�cos � , �8�

where Be=�2 / �2mRe
2� and ��Re� are the rotational constant

and the permanent dipole moment at equilibrium nuclear dis-
tance Re, respectively. The time-dependent wave function
�M�t�� can be represented by the expansion

�M�t�� = �
J

CJM�t�JM�e−iEJMt/�, �9�

where EJM is the eigenenergy of rotational state JM�.
The degree of orientation can thus be numerically evalu-

ated. Note that as the TFCPs are turned on, only the matrix
elements UJM,J�1M = �JMcos �J�1M� are not equal to zero
according the property of spherical harmonic functions.
Thus, the degree of orientation can be expressed explicitly as

�cos ���t� = 2�
J=0

CJM�t�CJ+1M�t�UJM,J+1M

cos���Jt − �J+1J� , �10�

where

��J = �EJ+1 − EJ�/� = 2Be�J + 1�/� �11�

and

�J+1J = arg�CJ+1M� − arg�CJM� . �12�

Since arg�CJM� depends on the CEP of TFCP, the relative
phase �J+1J can be controlled by �. Therefore, a simple de-
pendence of the degree of orientation on the CEP of TFCP
can be observed,31 suggesting that CEP is an important pa-
rameter for controlling molecular orientation.

C. Impulsive approximation

If the rotational period of a molecule is much longer than
the duration of TPFCs, the interaction of the molecule with
the TFCPs can be understood as an instantaneous momentum
transfer or impulsive kick.30,37,38 A few-cycle pulse consists
of a series of half-cycle, in which the sign of the electric field
is reversed with each half-cycle. Within the IA, ��t� consist-
ing of N half-cycles can be described by a series of N con-
secutive kicks,31 and therefore the Hamiltonian of the kicked
rotor is given by
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Ĥ�t� = BeĴ
2 − ��Re�cos ��

i=1

N

�pi��t − ti� , �13�

where �pi is the area enclosed by the ith half-cycle with
center time ti. Physically, the impulse imparted to the mol-
ecule by the ith kick is characterized by kick strength Pi

=��Re��pi /�. As a result of the ith kick being applied to the
rotor at t= ti, the system dynamics can be described by39,40

��ti + 0� = e−�i/��Be�ti+0�Ĵ2
eiPi cos ���ti − 0� , �14�

with

eiPi cos � = �
J=0

�

�2J + 1�iJjJ�Pi�PJ�cos �� , �15�

where PJ�cos �� is the Legendre polynomial and jJ�Pi� is the
spherical Bessel function of the Jth order. Therefore, laser
pulse during every half-cycle can impart a kick on the mol-
ecule and transfer its angular momentum to the molecule.
The consequence is to generate an oriented wave packet in-
volving a limited number of rotational states.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To demonstrate the efficiency of the field-free orientation
driven by TFCPs, we present a complete analysis both in
LiH and in LiCl in the electronic ground state X 1�+ starting
from an initial isotropic angular distribution �J=M =0� at
zero rotational temperature T=0 K. The details of the nu-
merical calculation of the time-dependent Schrödinger equa-
tion can be found in our previous paper.41 The accurate mo-
lecular parameters for LiH and LiCl are available from Refs.
42 and 43. The relevant constants for the two molecules are
listed in Table I. The most recent terahertz technology has
made it possible to generate the TFCPs with FWHM of 100
fs, peak electric field amplitudes of 1.08108 V /cm
��1.551013 W /cm2�, and center frequencies continuously
tunable from 10 to 72 THz.32 All pulse parameters used in
our calculation are available based on the present terahertz
technology.

A. Field-free orientation of LiH

Figure 1�a� depicts the electric field of The TFCPs used
for the exact TDSE solution and the RRA �solid line�, and
the pulse used for the IA by a series of delta function kick
�dashed lines�. The center frequency is taken to be �
=10 THz. The peak electric field amplitude of the first laser
pulse with center time of �1=0 is fixed at E1=2.0
107 V /cm ��5.311011 W /cm2�, and E2=1.6
107 V /cm ��3.41011 W /cm2� for the second laser
pulse with �2=52 fs. The amplitude spectrum, obtained by a

numerical Fourier transform of E1 exp�−�4 ln 2 / tp
2�

�t−�1�2�cos���t−�1��,44 is displayed in Fig. 1�b�. Figure 2
shows the �cos ���t� calculated by using the TDSE reported
in our previous study,31 the RRA and the IA. The rotational
revivals of oriented wave packets are present in the present
study. Revival structure is an important character of aligned
or oriented wave packet. Seideman45 demonstrated numeri-
cally and analytically the revival structure of spatially
aligned wave packets under field-free condition. From Eq.
�11�, we can find that all the frequencies are equal to integer
times of 2Be /�, which means that the dephasing and revival
in the wave packet will occur at the revival time �rev

=	� /Be. In Fig. 2, we can observe the evident orientation
revivals spaced by the rotational period Trot=	� /Be, which
is in good agreement with the theoretical predication.

The agreement of the calculated results between the full
solution of TDSE and the RRA is excellent, indicating that
there is no effect of the vibrational excitations on the orien-
tation dynamics. From Fig. 1�b�, we can find that the fre-
quency of terahertz pulse is far from the fundamental vibra-
tional frequency ��e=1406 cm−1� of LiH. The field will
exert an unabiding force on the permanent dipole moment of
the molecule, and then the molecule will exchange angular
momentum with the external field by rotational excitations.
Moreover, since the molecule is initially populated in the �

TABLE I. Molecular parameters.

Molecule
Be

�cm−1�
��Re�
�D�

Trot

�ps�
�e

�cm−1�

LiH 7.51 5.83 2.221 1406
LiCl 0.7064 7.27 23.614 644.09
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FIG. 1. �a� Electric field �solid line� used for the exact TDSE and RRA
calculations, and kicked field �dashed lines� consisting of seven consecutive
kicks used for the IA. �b� Fourier transforms of pulse E1 exp�−�4 ln 2 / tp
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FIG. 2. The evolution of the degree of orientation �cos ���t� for LiH by
using the three levels of approximations, where the rotational temperature is
T=0 K.
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=0 vibrational state, the effect of the vibrational motion is
negligible. Thus, the purely nonadiabatic rotational excita-
tion can be well described by the RRA.

The result calculated by using the IA cannot reproduce
quantitatively the exact result, but it is in qualitative agree-
ment with the exact result. The difference results from the
effect of temporal shape and rise time on the orientation
process because the temporal width of half-cycle is not neg-
ligible with respect to Trot of LiH.30 Figure 3 shows the final
rotational populations calculated by using the RRA and the
IA. In both cases, the rotational wave packet is created in a
wide range from J=0 to J=7, but there is an evident differ-
ence between the RRA and the IA. It is clear from Eq. �10�
that since �JMcos �J+1M� is a series of positive-definite
fixed values for different rotational states, the degree of ori-
entation is determined by rotational populations and the rela-
tive phase �J+1J. Therefore the results of orientation are dif-
ferent, and there is a phase difference for orientation
evolution between the RRA and the IA in the field-free situ-
ation.

B. Field-free orientation of LiCl

We now discuss the orientation dynamics of LiCl with a
longer rotational period, Trot=23.614 ps. Figure 4 shows the
time evolution of �cos ���t� as a function of laser frequency
� from 310 to 360 cm−1, where the intensities of electric
fields are increased to E1=2.5107 V /cm and E2=2.0
107 V /cm, and other parameters are unchanged. The
field-free molecular orientation with an impressive value of
�cos ��max=0.81 can be created, and there exists a regime of
��350 cm−1 in which the maximum orientation �cos ��max
can exceed the saturation limit of �cos ��=0.75 obtained by

using a single high intensity HCP. Hence, the degree of ori-
entation in the present study is high enough to enable its
application. The best orientation is obtained by confining the
molecule to a narrow angular distribution of ��, which cor-
responds to a broad rotational band of �J according to the
uncertainly principle �J���� /2.17,46 By conversing this
principle to the time domain, we can find that better degree
of orientation, the shorter the duration of orientation. Con-
trarily, the lower degree of orientation, the longer the orien-
tation duration. Thus, we can find that orientation duration is
prolonged when the degree of orientation decreases in Fig. 4.
For application, it is important to reach a sufficient orienta-
tion duration, which has also received considerable
attention.47

To test the validity of the RRA for LiCl, Fig. 5 shows the
comparisons of �cos ���t� between the exact TDSE calcula-
tion and the RRA calculation at three different frequencies.
The resulting dynamics of �cos ���t� is nearly indistinguish-
able at the lower frequency �=320 cm−1. There is a slight
difference between the two results at the higher frequency,
which may result from the rovibrational excitations because
the RRA model does not include vibrational modes. For a
polar molecule interacting with few-cycle pulse, the two-
photon transition can be allowed due to the presence of the
permanent dipole moment.48,49 Although the laser frequency
used in the calculation is far below the fundamental vibra-
tional frequency of LiCl, the strong laser pulses may induce
the rovibrational transitions via two-photon process
since ac field-permanent dipole interaction �Stark
shift�–��R�cos ���t� leading to an energy shift can modify
the transition frequencies. On the other hand, an important
quality of ultrashort laser pulses is their spectral width. From
Fig. 1�b�, we can find that the pulse frequency used in our
calculation is enough to satisfy the two-photon resonance
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FIG. 3. The final rotational populations calculated by the RRA and the IA
for LiH.
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condition for rovibrational transitions. Hence, the TFCPs ex-
cite nonadiabatically the molecule to a time-dependent su-
perposition of field-free rotational eigenstates belonging in
different vibrational manifolds.

To confirm the above analysis, Fig. 6 displays the time-
dependent rotational populations of J�3 in the �=1 vibra-
tional state. The results in Fig. 6 clearly show that the rovi-
brational transitions take place. The initial population is
partially transferred to the �=1 vibrational state with �J=0
and �2 transitions, and subsequent �J= �1 excitations fur-
ther transfer the population to other rotational states. As a
result, the nonadiabatic rovibrational excitations driven by
TFCPs lead to the formation of a rotational wave packet in
the �=1 vibrational state. Moreover, since the energy shifts
caused by ac Stark shift are dependent on the sign of field of
TFCPs, the rapid oscillations of rotational populations can be
observed from Fig. 6. It is interesting to note that at the
lower frequency, �=320 cm−1, although the laser frequency
is in near two-photon resonant with a vibrational frequency
of �e=644.09 cm−1, the rovibrational excitations are hin-
dered. This should be attributed to the effect of the ac Stark
shift on rovibrational transitions. At the higher frequencies,
however, we can find that the stronger rovibrational excita-
tions, the better orientation, indicating that the rovibrational
excitations can enhance the molecular orientation. The effect
of the rovibrational excitations on orientation will be further
enhanced so that the RRA will fail evidently, if the pulse
intensity becomes strong, or the pulse frequency is tuned to
resonance well. A completely rovibrational pre-excitation en-
hancing the field-free molecular orientation has been dis-
cussed in our previous papers.50,51

It is worth noticing that if the duration of TFCPs much
shorter than the rotational period of the molecule, the laser-
molecule interaction gives a rapid kick to move the molecu-
lar axis toward the field direction of TFCPs. This condition

can be well satisfied for LiCl with rotational period Trot

=23.614 ps. Figure 7 shows the calculations of �cos ���t�
using the RRA and IA at the lower frequency, �
=330 cm−1. The evolution of the degree of orientation using
the IA is in good agreement with that using the RRA. The
orientation dynamics for LiCl can thus be well understood
within the frame of delta-kicked rotor model, in which the
orientation dynamics depends mainly on the time-integrated
electric field rather than the pulse shape or rise time.30 Actu-
ally, the effect of TFCPs is similar to a train of HCPs. The-
oretical studies have already shown that a train of HCPs can
enhance the degree of orientation.52 Therefore, we can take
advantage of the available TFCPs to replace the train of
HCPs for generating efficient field-free molecular orienta-
tion, which might overcome the current technical limitation
of terahertz HCPs.

To further gain insight into the feature underlying the IA,
Fig. 8 shows the angular distributions of wave packet at six
different times. Since the angular momentum of LiCl is not
conserved in the presence of the electric field, the TFCPs
with a few kicks cause the rotational excitations bringing the
molecule from a completely isotropic angular distribution to
a more oriented configuration. The angular distribution dis-
plays a rich variety of spatial asymmetries with periodic in-
version, which indicates that the rotational wave packet
freely evolves after the kicks are over. The evolution of field-
free molecular orientation depends on the distribution of ro-
tational states. Therefore, by controlling the rotational popu-
lation one can obtain a desired molecular orientation with
sufficient orientation duration,17,52,53 and the rotational quan-
tum state might be reconstructed experimentally.54–56

It should be pointed out that the pulse parameters used in
the present work are not optimized. The optimized pulse pa-
rameters could be employed to obtain more efficient orienta-
tion with higher orientation value and longer orientation du-
ration. An experimental realization and its application for the
present study are very desirable. For example, having the
ability to prepare quantum states with a well-defined orien-
tation of the molecular axis is essential to measure the elec-
tric dipole moment in the latest experiment.57 An interesting
application of the present study is the generation of electric
ring currents,58,59 which depends on sharp orientation of the
molecule with respect to the excitation field. Moreover, York
and Milchberg showed that laser-aligned molecules can am-
plify broadband terahertz radiation, allowing high-energy
amplification of few-cycle pulses at terahertz frequencies.60
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A question of particular interest is whether laser-oriented
molecules can radiate strong terahertz pulses.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have theoretically investigated the field-free molecu-
lar orientation driven by experimentally available TFCPs.
The calculations are carried out using three different meth-
ods, with LiH and LiCl as the examples. The results of the
three methods are compared, and the effect of rotational-
vibrational coupling on the both RRA and IA is discussed in
detail. The exact TDSE solution can confirm the possibility

of generating stronger orientation with TFCPs. The RRA and
IA can give an important insight of orientation dynamics.
When the rotational period of a molecule is much longer
than TFCPs temporal width, we find that the field-free mo-
lecular orientation driven by TFCPs can be well understood
by a train of HCPs kicking the rotor, providing a new ap-
proach for enhancing the degree of orientation. Moreover,
rovibrational pre-excitation enhancing the field-free molecu-
lar orientation is also observed in LiCl. We believe that the
present work associated with recent advances in TFCPs may
promote new applications for understanding and controlling
molecular processes.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

FIG. 8. Polar plots of angular distributions at different times marked in Fig. 7 for LiCl.
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